Nations Total English for Business - Individual
Nations Ireland - English communication training exclusively for business people
and professionals since 1978

The unique structure of Nations Total English for Business, illustrated in the graph
below, helps you create, develop and maintain successful business and
professional relationships with clients, colleagues and suppliers in English.

The fastest way to improve your English is intensive training in an
English-speaking country.

Your training takes place in our Executive Centre, exclusively for business people
and professionals, in Cork, Ireland. Nations is the only such centre in the euro
zone.
Whatever course you are on you will have the time to discuss and exchange ideas
and experience with other motivated professionals. English, communication and
sharing different cultural experiences all form part of your course.

nationstraining.com
nations, 14 parnell place, cork, ireland. +353 21 4277 422 nationsireland@nationsireland.com

Nations Total English for Business
Executive Summary
Individual coaching is at the heart of all Nations Total English for Business
programmes. Professional skills performance and English language needs are
worked on in 1 to 1 sessions.
Your individualised coaching is developed and enriched through:
A permanent feedback loop between the 1 to 1 and group sessions
Small group breakout sessions, to benchmark and improve performance in
English in areas such as negotiations, conference calls, presentations,
argumentation and other soft skills
Language and intercultural evening workshops and dinners – working on
relationship building and communication skills across cultures
Working lunches – networking and socialising
Recorded daily audio feedback your own personalised audio aide-memoire
Preparation and consolidation of model/target language during your stay
A stimulating and enjoyable trainer-led social programme, including a trip
to the beautiful South West Coast of Ireland
To see a screencast presentation which describes how the above elements work
in synergy with 1 to 1 training to deliver fast and measurable results, you can go
to http://screencast.com/t/ggjOzLDo. Alternatively can see it on YouTube here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuL1jz7Lb0I&feature=youtu.be
"Nations has been a skilled and experienced partner for UniCredit AG Germany for many years. In our company we
call the training in Cork the "Crème de la crème of training abroad". We especially appreciate the individuality
and the excellent service. This is also the view of our employees, from whom - without exception - we have received
exclusively excellent feedback."

Silvia Steinhage, UniCredit Global Business Services
Training-Management/Language Training
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Nations Total English for Business
60 plus hours per week in 3 versions

Programme

1–1
Coaching

Group
Workshops

Intercultural
Activities

Guided
Self-study

Super
Intensive*

24.5 hours

20.5 hours

16.5 hours

1.5 hours

Intensive*

20 hours

20.5 hours

16.5 hours

4 hours

Extended*

15 hours

20.5 hours

16.5 hours

8 hours

*All hours are full 60 minutes.

Your course is available in 3 versions: Super Intensive, Intensive and Extended.
All 3 are based on the unique structure of The Nations Total English for Business the difference is the number of 1 to 1 coaching hours.
For beginners or participants who want to focus exclusively on one to one, please see Nations
Customised One-to-one course.

Nations training fees per week include
Pre-training analysis and preparation
The training itself
Personalised audio feedback
5 working lunches and 2 dinners per week
Post-training feedback and support

Nations pedagogical packs / eBooks
DVD recorded feedback
Trainer-led group activity on Saturday
Socio-cultural programme
Support services: Wi-Fi/ refreshments

"An English Communication immersion training that delivers real results requires an excellent
programme, engineered and structured to improve real business communication skills in English, an
experienced trainer team who knows how to work successfully with business professionals and first class
service so that all participants are able to concentrate fully on their training. Nations Ireland, our
partner since 2000, delivers in all these areas - 100% of the time!"

Gerhard Niedermair, Siemens AG, Corporate Human Resources
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Training is more successful when you are away from work
Your individual and customised English Communication training with Nations goes
beyond excellence in the classroom. You will have an enjoyable, stimulating and
challenging time away from the pressures of work. Nations is a professional-only
centre and the relaxed and friendly environment in Ireland creates space you
need to achieve the best results.
Of course there are other good training organisations, but Nations is the only
Executive Centre in the euro zone, exclusively for adults – and where we are
dedicated to what we call “moments of delight”.
Those are moments which go beyond excellent quality and help to ensure that
the new English skills that you have acquired remain real and can be successfully
transferred into your job when you return home.

Ivan Kearns
Founder and Managing Director

If you would like to book a programme, or if you would like further information,
please contact us in Cork at +353 21 4277 422, or contact Karin Duman in
Germany at +49 23 54 70 12 16 or Céline Hugues in France at +33 1 53 16 13 49.
Or email us at nationsireland@nationsireland.com.
Our international team is looking forward to discussing with you how we can
provide you with the best training option.
Thank you.
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